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Tag u n g s b e r ich t 50 /1981

·e
Mathematische Modelle in der Biologie

22.November - 28.November 1981

The 1981 Oberwolfach Conference on Mathematical Biology

organized by K.P.Hadeler (Tübingen) and W.Jäger (Heidelberg),

continuing ear1ier meetings in 1975 and 1978 on this subject,

brought together 41 mathematic~ans, biologists and physicists

from nine countries. The topics covered a wide variety of

bio1ogical fields, in which the application of mathematical

rrethods appears to be adequate. In some areas of ecelogy er

physiology the mathematical approach is successful, in others

it is j~st in the initial stage, and much joint work has to

be done. Lectures were given on population dynamies , geneti"cs,

epidemics, cell aggregation, immunology, the nervous system,

membrane physiology and other topics. Reflecting this diver

sity of problems, the variety of mathernatical subjects in

cluded ordinary and partial differential equations, difference

and delay equations, stochastic processes and nurnerical rnethods.

A considerable part of the t~rne between and after the lectures

was used for discussions in small groups of joint interest.

For all these activities, the Oberwolfach Institute presented

itself as an ideal place, and the participants are very grate

ful for the opportunity for interdisciplinary and international

contacts and of passing a week of intense work in their field.

Special thanks go ta the staff of the hause for excellent

organization, accomodation and catering.
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Aggregation of leukocytes during inflamrnation: Analysis

of a chemotaxis system

Infection of human tissue (say by bacteria) leads to the

production of a diffusing chemical (chemoattractant) which ~
tri~ the chemotactic response of white blood cells (leu

kocytes) in the tissue and. enhances their emigration out of

the blood vessels. This situation is modelied by a strongly

coupled parabolic system for the three concentrations (en-

larged Keller-Segel-System). Assuming different time scales

for the'various events (chemotaxis, motility, reproduction

and killing of bacteria etc.) as weIl as infections located

at the o~ter boundary of the tissue, we [in joint work with

D.A.Lauffenburger, Philadelphia] show that the chemotaxis

system can approximately be described by a two-dimensional

ordinary differential system, Ehe approximation b~ing valid·

for a certain large time interval. Infeetion-inflammation

phase plane analysis exhibits various observed phenomena

(as: transient aggregation of leukocytes, extinction of

bacteria or toleranee of· theinfeetion) depending on the para

meters (bacterial growth rate verses killing rate, chemotaxis

coefficient and others). The introduetion of a measure for

the damage due· to phagocytosis of bacteria expiains the fact, e·
that chemrtactic aggregation has an overall positive effeet

on the defense response during inflammation.

St.N. Busenberg:

Epidemie models with spatial spread due to population.

migration

we consider a class of population models which involve diffu

sion terms that describe population migration. Here, ~he flux
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of the subpopulation groups is assumed to be proportional

to the gradient of a funetion of the total population. If

p denotes the density of the total population, and Pi that

of the i-th subpopulation, then we are led to eonsider non-
p'

linear diffusion terms of the form V-(k--!. V U(p) ), where U. P
is a funetion of p only. In the special ease of Fiekian

diffusion of the total population, U"is the identity, U(p)=p.

We give same general results eoncerning"such migratory terms;

and treat a partieular S'!:: 1---. R epidemie model wi th both

migratory di~fusion and with terms describing other modes of

spatial spread of the infection. We derive treshold criteria,

as weIl as stability results for the steady state solution.

We also show that spatially nonhomogeneous, stahle steady

states are poss~ble.

o. Diekmann:.

Volterra integral equations and the dynamies of age

. struetured populations.

Models of population growth, whieh take inta aeeount that

reprodu?tion, mortality and/or interaetion may ~epend on the

age of the individuals, sarretlires lead to a Volterra integral

equation of eonvolution type. With such an equation one can

associate a dynamieal system acting on a spaee of forcing

funetions. This leads to standard proofs of, for instanee,

the Hopf bifureation theorem. We discuss in same detail what

these qualitative results can tell about

1) an epidemie model with temporary immunity

2) a model for the growth of a eannibalistic

population.

An important part of the work consists of the analysis of a

characteristic equation. The results are based on joint work

with S.A.van Gils and R.Montijn.
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W.Ebel:

A mathematical model for facilitated' diffusion across

mernbranes

A model for carrier facilitated diffusion is motivated and

analysed. It is a system of three reaction diffusion equations

with suitable boundary conditions.

Existence, uniqueness and boundedness of global solutions ~

can be shown. There exist also stationary solutions, they

are stable within a certain range of parameters.

W.J. Ewens:

Estimating genetic variation fram restriction endonuclease

data

The restriction endonuclease technique can be used, among

other purpo~s, to estirnate the degree of genetic variation

in a population, a question of enduring interest to geneticists.

The'standard intuitive estimate of the extent of this variation

is incorrect. In order to find a correct estimate, one must

set up some model describing the genetic make-up and evolution

of the population considered. It is not clear how detailed such

a model must be in order to produce estimates, nor is it clear

how detailed the model must be to produce variances of these

estimates. Various possibilities are discussed and this leads

to a general consideration of the rnodellingprocess in genetics.~

E. Frehland:

Stochastic treatment of ionic movement through biological

membranes within the concept of discrete transport systems

The discrete description of transport is adequate for systems

with discontinuous structures and coupling between transport

and other processes as e.g. chemical reactions. It has been

successful for the description of complex ion transport
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me~ through biological membranes, e.g. carrier mediated

transport or· hopping diffusion through narro!!, channe.ls, W~.i~~

additiona~ly may assume different conductivity states. Ther, ,.
system is described by a discrete se~ of state vari~les. ~h~

time dependent probabi~istic behaviour ~s given bY,a master

equation for the probabilities of the d~fferent_states.. ~rans~

port observables as e.g. electric current are linearly ~~~pl~d

to the fluxes between different states. A gene~al formu~a ~or
" J

the steady state transport fluctuations is derived. It is shown

that as consequence of the vectorial character of ~~an~po~t ob

servables at nonequilibriurn the fluctuati9n dissipation' theorem

. breaks down. Experimental applications and "further consequences

are discussed.

H.R. Gregorius and M. Ziehe:

The biological significance of discrete- and continuous-time

models in the selection theory of population genetics

The majori ty of population genetic models proc"eeds from the" ,s

assumption of either separated generations or continuously re

producing species. In order to be ahle to judge on possible " .

evolutionary reseIDblances between these tw~'models of reproduc

tion one has to be as explicit as possiblewh~n specifying the

biological rneaning of the basic parameters used in the-formula

tion of the two types of models. In particular, these parameters

should be chosen in such a way~that they can be applied t~ the

discrete-time as weIl as to the continuous-time versions.- Th'is

was d~onstrated with the heip of two exampies. One referred

to Fisher's continuous-time selection moder based on 'gene 'fre

quencies, and the other considered a special modelof genetic'

fecundity selection based on mating pairs. The Iatter' example

was formulated in the discrete- as weIl as in the continuous":time

version.

For Fisher's model it was shown that under the assumption of

Bardy-Weinberg proportions among zygotes and adults, and for··

frequency independent birth rates and mortalities, Fisher's·
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equation (p. = p. (m.-rn» defines a dynamical system on the
1.. .1. 1.

>state space of adult allelic frequencies if and only if

fecundity selection does not take place and the genotypie

mortalities are additive.

For the fecundity selection example it turned out that the

continuous-time case produces a globally attractive equilibrium

for all parameoervalues while for the separated generations

case bifurcation occurs.

u. Großmann :

A mathematical model to simulate the combined exchange of

oxygen and heat through the upper skin

A model of a microcirculatory un~t has been developed to study

oxygen exchange processes within the upper part of the skin.

The model includes the loop-shaped capillary structure of the"

stratum papillare, the nonlinear binding of oxygen by hemoglobin

and, i~ particular, the shift of the oxygen hemoglobin binding

curve due to temperature variations. The corresponding nonlinear,

elliptic boundary value problem is defined and the existence

of at least one' solution assured. After describing the numerical

procedure to calculate an approximation to the solution, results

of several calculations representing different supply situations

are presented.

K.P.Hadeler:

Exclusion of periodic orbits in population genetic models

In the classical Fisher model of population genetics a Ljapunov

function ensures the convergence to equilibrium. In other models

such f~nction is not known. In the case of two alleles, three

genotypes, the space dimension is two, and the criteria of Dulac

and Bendixson are of some help, at least in special cases, and

after lenghty calculations. It is shown, that a suitable trans

formation leads to quasimonotone systems in the sense of Müller
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and Kamke, and it is observed that for such systems the con

vergence problem is simple. This observation also greatly

simplifies some proofs on ecological models.

u. an der Heiden:

Neural Networks: Models and Dynamics

A mathematical description of ,the interaction in neuronal

tissues among.different classes of cell populations is given,

in the ~orm of a system of integral equations: The populations

are distributed in several areas R1.' R2 , •.. , Rn in the brain.

The activity (locally averaged membrane potentials orimpulse

frequencies) v(si,t) at Ioeation si~Ri at time t results from

an integrated nonlinear transformation U(s. ,s!,t,t' ,v(s~,t'»
~ J J

of activities at other Iocations s ~ E: R. , t l -:!: t, in addi tion
- J J

to external influences E(s. ,tl:
1.

t n

v.(S.,t)=E(S.,t)+j L.. 1 u.. (S'.,s!,t,t',v(s!,·t'»ds! dt ' .
]. 1. 1 _.. j =1 R. 1. J 1. J ] ]

J

It is shown that this general model comprises and gives

coherent connection between most of'the models for neural

networks existing in the literature. The simplest conditions

on Uij,Ri , and E are derived for the existence of some basic

types of behaviour such as multiple steady states, limit

cycles, travelling waves etc.

Reference: U.an der Heiden, Analysis of Neural Networks,

Lecture Notes in Biomathe~atics No.35, Springer-Verlag 1980

F.e. Hoppensteadt:

Some recent topics about biological clocks

Recent work on phase locking of biological clocks will be

described. In particular, dynamic phase resetting experiments

and ~ythm splitting phenomena will be' modeled and analyzed.
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F. Jähnig:

Molecular Theory of Lipid Organization in Membranes

Lipid membranes can exist in an ordered state in which the

-lang hydrocarbon chains are stretched, oriented parallel,

and densely packed and in a disordered or fluid state.

Between the two states a phase transition of first order

occurs. These structural characteristics are described

within a model of interacting flexible chains. One end .of

each chain is fixed in a common plane and the chains are

otherwise free to organize themselves. The interactions in

clude van der Waals interaction and steric hindrance, both .

treated in self-consistent field approximation. Flexihility

is simulated by describing the chains as continuous lines

with bend elasticity. The lang-range order of the chains is

calculated, and an analytic result is obtained for the"phase

transition temperature as a function of the molecular para

meters elasticity constant and chain length. Demands upon

the.naturally occurring lipids for the adoption of the

biologically necessary fluid state at physiological tempera

tures are derived.

K. Janacek:

A mathematical model of alkalization in an illuminated

suspension of the alga Hydrodictyonu reticulatum

Alkalization in an illuminated suspension of the alga

Hydrodictyon reticulatum can be described by two empirical

laws. The first of these follows from the purely exponential

course of pH with time and may be formulated as follows: the

rate of change of the chemical potential of protons is directly

proportional to the difference between their final (steady

state) and actual chemical potentials. When, on the other hand,

the final pH of the suspension is lowered by inflow of a strong

.acid in pH-stat equipment another law holds: the rate of

•
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disappearance of free protons (or hydroxonium ions) from the

medium i5 directly proportional to the above difference

between their final and actual chernical potentials. Taking

the two laws for granted, the alkalization is interpreted
- - . - 2-

in terms of HC0 3 , OH and CO2 flows'and HC03 and c03
concentration changes.

G. Karigl:

A recursive approach to the theory of kinship and identity

coefficients and some applications

A fundamental concept in the study of her~dity in individual

organisms and in the treatment of genetic re·lationships is

that of gene-identity which was ,first introducted by C" W.

Cotterman. Based qn this nation several measures for the

degree of relationship have been introduced such as the in

breeding coefficient, the coefficient of kinship and the

identity coefficients. The investigation of these concepts

yielded many useful applications especially in human genetics

(G. Malecot, A. Jacquard and others).

All coefficients rnentioned above -' being essentially ~roba

bilities- fulfil certain recursive relations which.permit

calculations and give rise to generalizations to handle

genetic relationships for any number of individuals. In order

to emphasize the advantage of this approach the following

two topics will be discussed~

1. A new recursive algorithm for the calculation of the kinship

coefficient and~of all nine an~d identity coefficients for

any two individuals with given pedigree.

1. The problem of admissible regions in the simplex of iden

tity coefficients of two non-inbred individuals.
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J.P. Keener:

Genetic Effects on Epi"demics

A model is p~esented for an epidemie in whieh individuals

whieh eontract a disease either reeover with permanent

immunity or die, and for which the response to infection is

genetically related. It i5 assumed that there i5 a one locus,

two allele genetic trait with genes A and.a where A is domd

nant and the homozygote aa has a slight advantage with respect

to recovery and death. The resulting system of nine nonlinear

differential equations ean be treated by singular" perturbation

techniques by supposing that genetie advantages are only slight.

It is shown that Hardy-Weinberg proportions are rapidly

attained and then, on a larger time scale the proportionality

factor changes slowly. lt iso further shown that if there is a

nonzero initial population of gene a, then the population of

gene A approaches zero as time beeomes infinite. This model

is used to show.that the use of myxomatosis to control rabbit

populations is rendered less effective if there are present

in the initial population a small number of mutants with re

sistance-to myxomatosis.

P. Klein: .

A Mathematical Model of the Developrnent öf Antibody-forming

Cells

We have developed a mathematical model, based on experimental

results, whieh focuses on the role antigen plays in controlling

B lymphocyte differentiati?n. lmrnunocompetent cells (leC)

arising independently of"antigen stimulation are activated by

antigen to proliferate (immunologically aetivated cells-lAC).

Another contact with antigen is needed for the terminal diffe

rentiation of lAC into short-lived antibody-forming ·cells (AFC).

High doses of antigen can drive lAC into AFC thereby restricting
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proliferation; e~austion of antigen-reactive cells results

in tolerance t~. the next antigen dose. Lower doses permit

IAC to escape antigen and form lang-lived memory cells (MC).

Having higher ~vidity for antigen than ICC, Me can be either

directly inactivated by low dases (law zone tolerance), or

activated by medium dases to proliferate and differentiate

ioto AFC, or exhausted by high doses through terminal diffe

rentiatioß.The model qualitatively agrees with experimental

results and is used for suggesting experiments.

H.-A. Kolb:

Noise ~alysis of ion transport across membranes: COmparison

of experimental data and "theory

From the analysis of electrical noi..Se generated by ionmovement

across biological and artificial membranes, information about

the underlying molecular transport mechanisms may be obtained.

In general two types of transport rnechanisms are discussed,

pore- and c~rrier-mediated ion transport. Using model systems

it was found that the different. types of transport mechanisms

create different patterns of electrical noise which can be

described theoretically by different approaches like the

Nyquist-theorem, the Langevin-Ansatz, the master-equation etc.

Furthermore, it will be shown that there is no one-to-one

correspondence between experimental results and theoretical

descr;i..ption.

D. Lauffenburger.:

Consequences öf Bacterial Motility and Chemotaxis for

Population Growth and Cornpetition

Most naturally occuring rnicrobial ecological systems are

not weIl-mixed or spatially unilorm, '50 that the theories

developed from"well-mixed chemostat investigat{on may not

be applicable. In particular, while the effects of growth
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kinetic parameters on population growth and competition are

weIl known, the effects of oellmotility and chemotaxis are

purely speculative.

~e have developed simple mathematical models for growth and·

competition of bacterial populations in a finite domain,

with the rate-limiting nutrient diffusing from a boundary

source. ~alyses of these models show that motiliy properties

can have great influence on the outcome of single population

growth on two-population competition. In particular, the

results are no longer solely determined by growth kinetic

properties. In fact, a population possessing inferior growth

kinetic properties can outgrow a population with superior

growth kinetic properties, if the motility properties-of the

first population are sufficiently superior in an easily deter

mined way. Random motility turns out to be disadvantageous

in this situation, and chemotaxis is helpful although not

always enough to ensure populatio~ dominance.

A. Leung (with A. Lazer and D. Murio):

Monotone scheme for.finite difference equations concerning

steady-state prey-predator interactions

In this article a system of semilinear elliptic partial diffe

rential equations is studied. This sys~em determines the

equilibria of the volterra-Lotka.equations describing prey

predator interactions with diffusion, under Dirichlet boun

dary condition. To analyze the system, a new monotone scheme

is presented. A rigorous foun4ation is given for numerical

calculations by adapting a suitable finite difference method

to the new monotone scheme. Many'calculations of spatially

dependent equilibria are made. Monotone sequences of functions

are constructed which converg~ to upper and lower bounds for

the solutions. In many examples, calculations indicate the the

upper and lower bounds agree, suggesting uniqueness of positive

coexistence states.

•
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M. Levandowsky (joint work with B.S. White):

1. Diffusion Models of Sensory Responds by Mieroorganisms

Attention. is drawn to differenees.in mathematieal properties

of Fick's diffusion equation and the Ko~mogorov forward

equation. The latter is shown to correspond to a plausible

discrete model using the Ito stoehastic caleulus. The former,

however, corresponds to an Ito equation whieh i5 physieally

unreasonable.

2. A birth-death model ·for the generation of Willis'

"hollow curve" distribution of species per genus

. The plant geographer Willis observed that, in groups of

related plants or animals, the distribution of specie~ per

genus forms a "hollow eurve", in whieh most genera have only

one species, whereas some few have many speeies.

Influenced by the reeently developed "punctuated equilibriwn"

theory of speeiation, we have developed a birth-death process

in which new genera arise as speeiation events representing

particularly large "saltations" ( on a geologie time scale).

In contrast to Yule's model from 1925 in which all genera

are equivalent from this viewpoint, in our process a new genus

is much more likely to arise from a genus with many speeies

than from a monospecific one.

This process leads asymptotically to a straight-line distri

bution in logarithmic coordinates with a slope - 1, which

accords better than Yule's with modern taxonomie. data.

(e.g., Anderson 1974, Quarterly Review of"Biology 49, 311).

P. Lory (joint work with .A.Gilg and M.Horster):

Mathemat"ical Modelling of Urine Formation in the "Kidney

A mathematical model of the urine formation by the renal. .
counterflow system is presented (passive mode). Special

features incorporated in the model are:
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(i) Pelvic urea reflux

(ii) Dichotomous merging of collecting ducts (eDs)

The"m~thematical treatment yields an extensive boundary value

problem for 21 differential equations. It was solved by the

multiple shooting methode

Conclusions: Exponential reduction of CD-tubes (ii) is decisive

for maintaining high outer medullary CD urea concentration up

to CD pelvic entry. Additional diffusion of urea from pelvis

into inner medulla (i) enhances urea trapping in this zone.

These properties are more effective in supplying urea to the

inner medulla than CD urea diffusion alone.

D. Ludwig:

Harvesting Strategies fOr F~sh Populations

It is difficult to regulate fisheries, because of lack of in

formation about the dynamies of the stock. ·:Sources of uncer

tainty are large fluctuations in recruitment due to environ

mental effects, and large errors in observations of catch and

fishing effert. A statistical technique is preposed, to correct

for the effects of observation error. Using this te"chnique

effective harvesting strategies can be formulated. They involve

purposeful manipulation of the stock to both high and low levels,

in order "to obtain information about the dynamics of the stock .

M.C. Mackey:

The Dynamics of Recurrent Inhibition

Neurophysiologists have inferred the existence of recurrent

inhibitory neuronal circuits in a number of situations. Tn this
study it is argued that, in the face of constant activity in

the input cell producing an excitatozy potential E in the output

cell soma, the dynamies of the output cell firing frequency F(t)

are approximated by

•
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dI
+ 1F (t-'t"') g(F(t-~) ) ( 1 )dt =-fI

and

{ 0 E-e~I (t)
F(t) (2)

E-I(t)-(3 E-e~I(t)

where I is the inhibitory potential in the output cell,

g(.)~O is a monotone decreasing function of the inhibitory

interneuron firing frequency F, F=~F, e is the threshold

for firing in the output cell, and F0' a(. , (1 , K and -r are

constants.

The system (1)-(2) may exhibit a variety of dynamical beha

viours.including switch~ng -between multiple steady states and

periodic and aperiodic oscillations about these steady states.

These properties, in conjunction with estimates of neurophy

siological parameters, are exploited to explain a variety of

phenomena seen in the hippocampal mossy fibre - CA) pyramidal

cell - basket cell inhibi tory interneuran feedback network·~

in the Renshaw ce~l - ~ motoneuron circuit, and to explore

~e possible role of recurrent inhibition in controlling t~e

dynamics' in sympathetic preganglionic neurons.

M. Mill\ura:

Nonlinear degenerate diffusion equations occuring in

population dynamics

·We consider a spatially aggregation population model which

provides the ho~ogenizing process due to density-dependent

diffusion and the dehomogenizing one due to a certain long

range transport. The result asserts that, by a balance between

two processes, an initial distribution of populations forms

itself into a traveling solitary wave pattern for large time,

which exhibits phenomenologically a kind of aggregation of a

species.
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P. de Mottoni:

Bifurcation of Stahle Stationary Solutions Exhibiting Space

Segregation for a Competition System with Migration

(Report based on a joint work with A.Sehiaffino and A.Tesei)

We are mainly interested in investigating how the qualitative

properties of elementary models of population dynamies are

affeeted if more complex features are aceounted for. A ~ypieal

situation is encountered in competition systems, where it ean

be shown that the standard tenet of competitive exelusion~

valid in the constant coeffieient case, is violated if the eo

effieients are periodic. In the present contribution, we foeus

on existence and stability properties of stationary solutions

of a system describing competition between two species in a

bounded space region, only one of which is ahle to migrate,

and find a lethal environment at the boundary. We get a com

plete characte~ization of the stable, stationary solutions,

which turn out to exhibit a rnarked space dependence.

Assume that in the absence of anymigration, only one species

can survive. Slow migration of this species allows the other

species to survive near the boundary, where the first species

is kept at a low level. If the rate of migration is high enough

the rnigrating species is doorned to extinction, while the com

peting species attains a space-homogeneous distribution.

F. Rothe:

A nonhomogeneous predator-prey system with patchiness

Predator-prey ·systems with one diffusion and one sedentary

species as for exarnple

ut-/ju u(+1±a(x)v)

v t v(± 1-Ev + b(x)u) ; pv

(upper signs eorrespond to diffusing predator, lower signs

to diffusing prey, E ,a(x),b(x»O) admit a whole continuum
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of equilibria (u,v) such that u > 0, v ~ 0 exhibiting

different "patches" !Lp = (x6:.nlv(x) o}. For initial data

u
o

> 0, Vo ~ 0 we have convergence in the limit t ~eo to

the equilibriurn (u,v) deterrnined by the compatibility condi

tion rv = 0, p ;;. o} C {v = o} c. { v ~ 0 J.o .
This can be shown using a Ljapunov functional. Using upper and

lower solutions one can show existence of an equilibrium .(ü,v)

satisfying the compatibility condition for given initial data.

K. Schumacher:

Global oscillations in time-discrete host-parasite models

Fairly different models simulating the bud moth~forest

interaction have been presented by A. Fischlin, W. Baltens

weiler, D.·Ludwig, 0.0. Jones, C.S. Holling and H. Thieme.

In all these models computer studies show global oscillations

in the abundance of the parasites and the host for certain

ranges of the parameters. In this talk an analytic result for

time-discrete two component host-parasite models is presented

which guarantees the existence ·of a compact globally attracting

invariant set L in the phase plane, if the stationary point

Cx,y) is ejective. It is shown thatL is bounded away from

(x,y) and that every sequence which starts in L oscillates

in a certain sense araund (x,y).

H. Thieme:

Linear and Nonlinear Renewal Theorems in Population Oynamics

and Epidemies

I. We consider a linear model for the development of a popu

~ation whieh ineludes spatial diffusion, age structure and

seasonal variations. The rates of diffusion, mortality and

birth are age and time dependent. The dependenee on time is

periodic with period 1. If I(t,a,x) denotes the number of

individuals at ioeation x with age a at time t, it turns
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out that I{t,a,x)t'loof Gte lt I{t,a) v(X")' for t ~.-, with «>0,

i\ f: IR, i periodic in t with period 1.

11. We consider an epidemie model of 5-1-5 type with spatial

spread. It turns out that~ for small inputs of initial infec

tives, the epidemie develqsin a very typical manner. In

particular the development does not depend on the spatial

distribution of the initial infectives.

M.A. Viergever·:

Solution methods for cochlea models

Solution methods for mathematical models of the mechanics

of the cochlea are discussed on the basis of a two-dimensio

nal model. A one-dimensional description is not accurate

enough. Besides, the techniques by which it can be solved are

not representative for multi-dimensional models. Three-dimen

sional models, on the other hand, have thU5 far only allowed

asymptotic solutions.

The two-dimensional model i5 de5cr~bed by a boundary value

problem consisting of Laplace's equation on a rectangle,

Neumann conditions on three of the four boundaries, and a

Robin (Cauchy) condition on the fourth boundary. This problem

can be solved by means of various numerical techniques.

The solution techniques must be computationally fast, however,

to enable evaluation of the model upon experimental data.

This is why many asymptotic approximations have been tried.

The talk covers the most important numerically exact and

asymptotic methods, including a discussion of the possibilities

to extend them to three-dimensional problems.

•
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H.O. Walther (joint work with U.an der Heiden) :

Chaos in differential delay eguations related to

physiolagical control systems

Consider the equation

(-Jf) x(t) = f(x(t-l» -.( x(t),

where ~ is a positive parameter, and f a hump function.

Such equations were proposed as simple models for e.g. growth

of the population of red blood cells, or for self-inhibition

in the nervous system.

Numerical experiments indicated that -depending on ~ and the

shape of the hump f- the equilibrium t ~xo can be stahle, or

unstable with an attracting closed orbit "aroundll it -or that

solutions oscillate in a very irregular fashion with no nice

attractor appearing. Of course, the latter suggested one or

another type of chaotic motion.

W~ prove existence of Li-Yorke-Chaos for a restricted class of

hump functions f in equation (~). This chaos is seen in the

spacing of the intersection points of solutions with a certain

level x = a. The structure behind is an unstable closed orbit

(periodic solution) in the state space C = C([-1,O],R) together

·with a special homoclinic solution which merges inta the closed

orbit in finite time.

P. Waltman:

~ Competition in the Chemostat

A brief review of the mathematical and experimental results

·of competition in the chemostat was given. The constant input

nutrient was changed to a logistic term, reflecting a renewable

resource, giving a system of three nonlinear ordinary differen

tial equations.·This system was analysed and regions in para

meter space determined where competitive exclusion occurs.

Outside this region, bifurcation can occur. In· particular,

a stahle limit cycle in one (planar) face of the positive

octant can bifurcate inta a limite cycle in the open positive

octant, yielding coexistence of the competing predators.
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L. Demetrius:

Macroscopic Parameters in Complex Systems: The Role of

Ergodie Theory in Population Dynamics

Several deterministic models in population biology and rela

ted sciences are characterized by systems consisting of a

large number of interacting elements or systems with chaotic

dynamies. This highdimensionality and the chaotic dynamies

render predictions of the behavior of these systems difficult.

This paper considers statistical representations of these ~

models and outlines a class of algorithms to derive macro-

scopic variables from the deterministic laws describing the

individual elements. We emphasize the thermodynamic analogues

of these variables and discuss their significance in under-

standing the global behavior of these models.

w. Jäger:

A diffusion reaction system modelling growing surfaces

Pat.tern formation has been studied rnaillly in the situation

where the underlying manifold is not growi~g. J. Murray treated

the case of diffusing substances on growing surfaces where the

growth is externally given. The system of equations studied in

this lecture has been suggested by Murray and Jäger in 1980.

An activator substance (combined with an inhibitor) is diffusing

on a surfaoo, activating the growth of the surface. This is modelled

by diffusion-reaction equations containing diffusion coefficients'

depending on the growth (change of the metric on the manifold) ~

and an additional dispersive term caused by growth. The growth

is modelled by an ordinary differential equation for the metric.

It may lead to instabilities causing (transient) patterns in the

activator and inhibitor distribution. The growing manifold takes

up the .pattern if diffusion, reaction and growth parameters

are in a proper range. Aseries of computer simulations by

Jäger and Pöppe shows that the equations produce these phe

nomena. For the analytic treatment a quasi-s~eady state

approach is suggested.

-,Be~I;-i..chterstatter : Wit·ta:.-Ebel, Renate, Schaa.f ._", _.
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